
**Airframe**
- 3792 Hrs. TTSN

**Engine:** PT6A-67B
- 400 Hrs. TTSO

**Propeller**
- 2742 Hrs. TTSO  Hartzell HC-E4A-3D

### Base Aircraft
- **Color:** White Base with Burgundy and Blue

### Avionics
- **Electronic Flight Instrument Package – EFIS 40 Including copilot and 2nd Pilot**
- **Static System**
  - GPS: KLN90B
  - Audio Panel: Garmin 340
  - Weather Radar: RDR 2000
  - Multi-Function Display: EFIS 40
  - Radar Altimeter: KRA 405
  - Encoding Drum Altimeter: KEA
  - Stormscope: WX 1000E
  - AHRS: 2 – Leitef LCR92
  - Flight Hour Recorder: Yes
  - Recognition Lights: Yes
  - Rotating Beacon Light Kit: Yes

### Interior
- 1 each  Additional Air Conditioning
- 1 each  Mirrored upper section of Aft Baggage Compartment
- Cabinets  Redwood Burl - High Gloss Finish
- Upper Sidewall  Special Grain Eurostretch
- Chrome Handrail  1 each
- Seats  Seven seat Executive interior including rear 3 seat bench. Pleated Leather - Cardinal.

### Additional
- Cockpit Foot Warmer
- Canadian Certification Cold Operations Package
- Cargo kit
- Cleveland Steel Brakes
- Annual/6Yr. Structural Insp. completed 11/04. 100 hr. completed 05/05.

**Price:** $2,285,000
Photos